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I would describe myself as a traditional image maker with a modern twist. I love to create beautifully 
detailed illustrations digitally, whilst still retaining a hand made quality. I blend a mixed medium 
of pencil or fine liner with watercolour to create intriguing compositions with a pop of colour to 
build character and depth.
I am represented by Making Pictures (UK) and Fillin Global (US)

Illustrator
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Project
Mont Blanc X The Wall Street Journal - A Library of One’s Own

Medium
Procreate, Watercolour,  Photoshop https://partnerswsj.com/montblanc-a-library-of-ones-own

X
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Project
Penhaligon’s 2024 Uniform Look Book

Medium
Procreate, Illustrator, Photoshop
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Project
Yacht Designers of the Year 2023, Centurion Magazine

Medium
Procreate, Watercolour, Photoshop
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Project
AirBnb - Summer Release (not used at final stage)

Medium
Procreate, Watercolour, Photoshop
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Project
RSA Journal 2021 commissioned editorial - ‘Regenerative Futures”

Medium
Procreate, Watercolour,  Photoshop

27www.thersa.org26 RSA Journal Issue 4 2021

Regenerative Futures

The RSA recently launched its Regenerative 
Futures programme, which aims to help shape 
an equitable future in which all of us can 

thrive as part of the Earth’s ecology. It builds on the 
organisation’s long heritage of promoting pioneering 
approaches to social and environmental challenges. 
The scope of its ventures range from the Great 
Recovery project, which changed the debate about 
the role of design in a circular economy, to our more 
recent Leeds Fashion Futures project, which saw us 
explore the potential for a more place-based approach 
to addressing the systemic challenges of clothing.

The words ‘regeneration’ or ‘regenerative’ 
are increasingly being used across sectors, from 
economics to farming, and are often included in 
descriptions of the goals of circular economy and 
just transition movements. However, a quick look at 
different examples shows that the terms are not used 
consistently. They are sometimes employed as a straight 
substitution for other words, such as ‘sustainable’ 
or ‘recycled’. In other situations, they are used to 
describe specific practices, such as no-till farming, 
and in others still, used to describe mindsets or belief 
systems, such as indigenous wisdom traditions. So, 
what is really meant by ‘regenerative’? Is this merely 
a new buzzword or does it signify something deeper?

At the RSA, we have been exploring these questions. 
Far from simply being a new piece of jargon, we 
believe that regenerative thinking, when used in its 
fullest sense, marks a fundamental shift in thought 
and action. Growing interest in regenerative thinking 
signifies the emergence of a new paradigm that will 
prove to be critical for anyone interested in social, 
economic or environmental change.

A ‘regenerative’ mindset is one that sees the world 
as built around reciprocal and co-evolutionary 
relationships, where humans, other living beings and 
ecosystems rely on one another for health, and shape 
(and are shaped by) their connections with one another. 
It recognises that addressing the interconnected social 
and environmental challenges we face is dependent on 
rebalancing and restoring these relationships. 

This way of seeing the world is far from new. 
It has a long heritage, woven through cultures, 
indigenous wisdom traditions, philosophies, religions 
and communities around the world and across 
time. Despite this, the economic and socio-political 
structures that have developed over the past few 
centuries and that shape our globalised world are 
rooted in human-centred narratives, emphasising 
competition and individualism over co-evolution and 
holism. These dominant narratives fail to recognise 

WHAT DOES 
‘REGENERATIVE’ 
THINKING MEAN?
To shape an equitable future we must find a new way of imagining  
our place within the world, one where everything is connected 

by Josie Warden
 @Josie_Warden
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Project
Urban Recordings - Vol.1 New York Series (personal project)

Medium
Pencil, Watercolour, Photoshop
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Project
EASE London Label Collaboration

Medium
Procreate, Illustrator, Photoshop
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Project
Maya Manchester Restaurant Press Launch (artist impression)

Medium
Procreate, Watercolour, Photoshop
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Project
Campo Viejo Wine City social content 

Medium
Procreate, Watercolour, Photoshop
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Project
Peidrasassi Wine commissioned fall campaign series

Medium
Procreate, Watercolour, Photoshop
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Project
England Euro 2020 (personal project)

Medium
Procreate, Photoshop
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Project
Iconic drinks brands (personal project)

Medium
Procreate, Illustrator, Photoshop
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Project
The Northbank Bid - The Strand redevelopment artist impression

Medium
Procreate, Photoshop
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Project
Colgate Magazine Article

Medium
Procreate, Watercolour, Photoshop
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Project
Pernod-Ricard - Spring Blitz cocktail series

Medium
Procreate, Photoshop
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Project
Tanqueray Townhouse campaign illustration (featured in Timeout)

Medium
Pencil, Watercolour, Photoshop
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Project
London Architecture Series (personal project)

Medium
Procreate, Watercolour, Photoshop
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Project
Kappa Pride (personal project)

Medium
Pencil, Photoshop
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Project
Iconic Packaging (personal project)

Medium
Pencil, Watercolour, Photoshop
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Project
Sport Series, Chelsea FC - Christian Pulisic (personal project)

Medium
Procreate, Photoshop
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Project
#blacklivesmatter (personal project)

Medium
Procreate, Photoshop
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Project
Converse

Medium
Pencil, Watercolour, Photoshop
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Thank
you

More examples can be found at
www.sebarnolddesign.com 
instagram @sebarnolddesign
  sebarnolddesign@gmail.com

Illustrator


